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ELECTRONIC BRIDGE CUTTING MACHINE FORMA N DISC 1200 
- Machine suitable for both small and large workshops for both marble and granite. 
- The following characteristics are standard 

o Bridge main frame and table in highly resistant steel to guarantee stability, minimum vibration and 
greater length of life for the machine. 

o Guaranteed long lasting galvanized steel protective covering. 
o Reduced-dimension motor connected directly to blade. 
o Electronically controlled inverter to obtain all necessary speeds. 

 
Axis movement 

- Axis X: 
Movement of the carriage of the head on chromed and hardened steel guides and recirculating 
balls slides. The guides are protected from water and dust with pvc folding and stainless steel 
covers. 

- Axis Y: 
The traverse movement of the bridge is made by a rack and pinion system, with inclined teeth for higher 
precision, and bearings on long lasting steel. The racks are protected with stainless steel covers. 

- Axis Z: 
Vertical movement of the cutting unit by mean of a self-breaking motor and recirculating ball screw 
driven by two prismatic guides with play recovering, controlled by an encoder for centesimal motion. 

- All protected by a stainless-steel cover. 
 

Additional Characteristics 
- Motorized rotating table can be blocked in all positions 0°-360° 
- Head inclinable 0°-46° even for small runs. 
- IP 55 electrical board situated on right of machine outside foundation wall housing solenoid valve, 
- mains switch with door lock, electronics and programmer for three axes and functional keyboard. 
- Mobile control switch can be moved to center table when machine is not in action. 
- Manual movements can also be performed for right-left movement of the slide, forward-backward 
- movement of bridge, raising and lowering of head, and if requested, rotation of table. 
- Pressure switch to block machine when water is insufficient. 
- Loading amperemeter to protect tool from usage over and above preset value. 
- Laser beam for ease of positioning of blade on cutting line. 
- Electrical cabling and cooling tubing housed in trailing cable chain. 

 
Its main machine functions are: 

- PLC controlled programmer for the management of 4 axes (X-Y-Z-B), 
o Y Bridge translation 
o X Right-left translation of the head slide 
o Z Up-Down movement of the mandrel 
o B Table rotation 

- Control of the horizontal and vertical cutting movement of the disc head, of the bridge translation 
- Cutting programs in single step for marble or multiple steps, with small increments programmable, for 

granite 
- Auto teach-in and electronically set of the end-stroke cutting and return on the slide of the disc head 
- Auto teach-in and electronically set of the end-stroke for the bridge translation 
- Setting of the cut-return with different values on the cut and return and last cut. 
- Execution of the finishing cycle with the side of the blade (brushing system obtained with interpolation of 

Z-Y axes and steps of X axes) 
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- Execution of excavation cycles both in roughing and finishing, concave and convex obtained with 
interpolation of X-Z axes with steps of Y) 

- Completely automated cycles permit the execution of all the programs without the presence of the worker 
- Programming on the touch screen on-board of the machine, import of DXF-DWG files 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STANDARD EQUIPMENT 
1 x Photocell safety barrier (safety doors) 
1 x INVERTER to regulate rotation of the blade 


